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This article contains a method to bound the test errors of voting com-
mittees with members chosen from a pool of trained classifiers. There
are so many prospective committees that validating them directly does
not achieve useful error bounds. Because there are fewer classifiers than
prospective committees, it is better to validate the classifiers individually
than use linear programming to infer committee error bounds. We test
the method using credit card data. Also, we extend the method to infer
bounds for classifiers in general.
1 Introduction
Consider the following machine learning problem. There is an unknown
boolean-valued target function and a distribution over the input space of
the function. For example, the input distribution could consist of images
encountered by commuters in a city, and the target function could be 1 if
the input image contains a yellow bus and 0 otherwise.
We have a set of in-sample data examples with inputs drawn according
to the input distribution and outputs determined by the target function.
We also have a set of test example inputs drawn according to the input
distribution. Our goal is to find a classifier function with a low error rate
on the test inputs. (The error rate is the fraction of examples for which the
classifier and the target function disagree.)
We use a portion of the in-sample data to train a pool of candidate clas-
sifiers. We use the remaining in-sample data, called the validation data, to
select a voting committee of candidate classifiers. For each input, the com-
mittee returns the result shared by the majority of its members. (To avoid
confusion, we restrict our attention to committees with odd numbers of
members.) In this article, we develop a new method to bound the test error
of the selected committee.
In the next section, which focuses on validation, we derive VC-type (Vap-
nik & Chervonenkis, 1971) uniform bounds on test error. To achieve useful
error bounds through validation, the number of classifiers must be small.
Since the classifier pool is much smaller than the number of prospective
commitees, the classifier errors can be bounded more precisely than the
committee errors.
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Next, we show how to infer committee error bounds from member er-
ror bounds and test inputs. We use linear programming to find the maxi-
mum possible committee error given constraints imposed by member error
bounds and the distribution of agreements among members.
In the following section, we present some small numerical examples to
build intuition regarding the new method. Then we analyze the committee
error bound. We compare the linear programming method to direct valida-
tion, exploring differences in asymptotic behavior and discussing trade-offs
between the methods.
In the next section, we extend the linear program to infer error bounds
for classifiers in general—not just voting committees. This makes the new
method a valuable tool to derive error bounds for stacking classifiers (Wol-
pert, 1992; Sridhar, Seagrave, & Bartlett, 1996; Kim & Bartlett, 1995; Breiman,
1992; LeBlanc & Tibshirani, 1996). In stacking, the outputs from trained clas-
sifiers are fed into higher levels of classifiers. Generalization is improved
through fusion and by estimating bias through resampling. Our method
allows developers of stacked classifiers to derive test error bounds by the
following process: Train the initial layer of classifiers, withholding some val-
idation data. Use these data to compute uniform test error bounds for the
classifiers. Use all in-sample data to train subsequent layers. Finally, infer a
test error bound for the stacked classifier through linear programming.
In the following section, we present tests to compare linear programming
and direct validation as methods to compute committee test error bounds.
Each example in the data set corresponds to a credit card applicant, and
the task is to predict whether the applicant defaults. We find that linear
programming produces superior bounds to direct validation.
2 Uniform Test Error Bounds and Validation
We develop two uniform upper bounds on the test errors of several classi-
fiers. The first bound is weaker, but it is smooth. We will use it for analysis.
The second bound is stronger. We will use it for tests on real data.
For the first bound, we modify a simplified treatment of VC error bounds
(Vapnik & Chervonenkis, 1971; Abu-Mostafa, 1996). Suppose we have M
classifiers. Let d be the number of validation examples and d0 the number
of test examples. Let ”m be the validation error of classifier m and ”0m the
test error. Let …m be the error rate over the entire input distribution, that is,
the expected error rate for a random data set. For a single classifier selected
without reference to the validation or test data, Hoeffding’s inequality (Ho-
effding, 1963; Vapnik, 1982) implies
Prf…m ‚ ”m C †g • e¡2†2d for † > 0 (2.1)
and
Prf” 0m ‚ …m C †g • e¡2†
2d0 for † > 0: (2.2)
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Using both bounds,
Prf” 0m ‚ ”m C †g • Pr
n
”0m ‚ …m C
†
2
o
C Pr
n
…m ‚ ”m C †2
o
• 2e¡ 12 †2D; (2.3)
where D D min.d; d0/. For a single classifier, the test error rate is less than †
greater than the validation error rate with probability at least 1¡ 2e¡ 12 †2D.
For uniform bounds over M classifiers selected without reference to the
validation or test data, bound the probability union by the sum of probabil-
ities,
Prf” 01 ‚ ”1 C † or : : : or ”0M ‚ ”M C †g • 2Me¡
1
2 †
2D: (2.4)
If validation data are used to choose a classifier, then the single classifier
bound (see equation 2.3) does not apply. However, if the set from which the
classifier is chosen is developed without reference to the validation data,
then the uniform bound, in equation 2.4, applies to the chosen classifier,
since uniform bounding implies bounding of the chosen classifier.
This is exactly the case when we train a pool of n classifiers, withholding
validation data, then use the data to select a committee of k classifiers. There
are M D ¡nk¢ prospective committees. The probability that no committee test
error is more than † greater than its validation error is at least 1¡ 2¡nk¢¡ 12 †2D.
Hence, we have confidence 1¡ 2¡nk¢¡ 12 †2D in the error bound for the chosen
committee.
Using uniform bounds for a single classifier and bounding the probability
union by the sum of probabilities in equation 2.4 seems quite wasteful. Our
bound will reduce the waste by using uniform bound (see equation 2.4) only
over the pool of classifiers, then using linear programming to infer uniform
bounds over the prospective committees.
Now we develop the second error bound, which is a generalization of the
bound at the heart of the original VC bound proof (Vapnik & Chervonenkis,
1971). For a single classifier, condition the bound on a given multiset of
b D dC d0 inputs composing the validation and test inputs. Since the inputs
are drawn independently and identitically distributed (i.i.d.), each partition
of the inputs into validation and test sets is equally likely. Let w be the
number of inputs for which the classifier produces the incorrect output.
The probability that the validation error is r=d isµ
b
d
¶¡1µw
r
¶µ
b¡ w
d¡ r
¶
: (2.5)
If the validation error is r=d, then the test error is .w¡ r/=d0. So
Prf” 0m ‚ ”m C † j wg D
X
frj w¡r
d0 ‚ rdC†g
µ
b
d
¶¡1µw
r
¶µ
b¡ w
d¡ r
¶
: (2.6)
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Bound by maximizing over w,
Prf” 0m ‚ ”m C †g • max
w2f0;:::;bg
Prf” 0m ‚ ”m C † j wg: (2.7)
Refer to the bound as B.†/. Note that the bound is constant over all multisets
of b D d C d0 inputs. Hence, integration over all possible input multisets
removes the conditional nature of the bound.
For a single classifier chosen without reference to validation data,
Prf” 0m ‚ ”m C †g • B.†/: (2.8)
The uniform bound for M classifiers is
Prf” 01 ‚ ”1 C † or : : : or ”0M ‚ ”M C †g • MB.†/: (2.9)
3 Committee Error Bound
We will use the statistics of the voting patterns among committee members
to bound committee error. For each subset S of f1; : : : ; kg, define aS to be the
fraction of test examples for which the classifiers indexed by S return 1 and
the other classifiers return 0. For example, a; is the fraction of examples for
which every committee member returns 0. Likewise, if k D 5, then af1;3;4g is
the fraction of examples for which members 1, 3, and 4 return 1 and members
2 and 5 return 0.
Given error bounds on the members and the distribution of agreements,
we will use linear programming to find an upper bound for committee
error. Let e1; : : : ; ek be upper bounds for the error rates of members. For
each subset S of f1; : : : ; kg, define xS to be the probability that the committee
vote returns the incorrect value, given that the committee members indexed
by S return 1 and the other committee members return 0. The committee
error rate is
P
S aSxS, the weighted average of errors over voting patterns.
For each member i, define Wi to be the set of sets S for which member i
votes with the majority on the examples counted by aS,
Wi D
‰
S j i 2 S and jSj > k
2
¾
[
‰
S j i 62 S and jSj < k
2
¾
: (3.1)
The error rate of member i isX
S2Wi
aSxS C
X
S62Wi
aS.1¡ xS/: (3.2)
Hence, an upper bound for the committee error rate can be found by solving
the following linear program:
maximize
X
S
aSxS (3.3)
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over x;; : : : ; xf1;:::;kg such thatX
S2Wi
aSxS C
X
S62Wi
aS.1¡ xS/ • ei 8 i 2 f1; : : : ; kg (3.4)
0 • xS • 1 8 S µ f1; : : : ; kg: (3.5)
To use the member bounds derived from validation, set ei D ”i C † for each
member, and solve the linear program to error bound the committee. With
confidence 1¡ 2ne¡ 12 †2D, the linear program solution is an upper bound for
the committee error.
The linear program, as written, has many variables. In many cases, most
of them are unnecessary. For each S, if there is no test example for which
each classifier indexed by S returns 1, and each other classifier returns 0,
then aS D 0. For each such S, xS plays no role in the linear program. Rewrite
the linear program to use only the variables xS for which aS 6D 0. Change
all indices of summation to the intersection of the set fS j aS 6D 0g and the
present indices. Now the linear program has no more variables than the
number of test data examples.
To reduce the number of variables further, note that aS and aS count votes
with the same members in the majority. Hence, coefficients and variables
with complementary subscripts play the same role in the linear program.
Rewrite to keep one of each pair: for each S with 1 2 S, let aS D aS C aS and
xS D xS C xS.
We have derived the following procedure to train classifiers, choose a
committee using validation data, and compute a test error bound for the
committee:
1. Partition the in-sample data into training and validation sets.
2. Train a pool of n classifiers using the training data.
3. Compute test error bounds for the classifiers using the validation data.
Choose † to give the desired confidence (1 ¡ 2ne 12 †2D for Hoeffding-
style bounds or 1¡ nB.†/ for partition-based bounds). Then compute
validation errors. For each classifier, the test error bound is the sum
of its validation error and †.
4. Use the validation data to select a committee of k classifiers from the
pool. (The training data may also be used.) If feasible, simply eval-
uate the validation errors of all prospective committees and choose
the committee with minimum validation error. If there are too many
prospective committees, select one by some other search method.
5. For the committee, let e1; : : : ; ek be the member test error bounds ”1C
†; : : : ; ”k C † from step 3. Compute the distribution of agreements
a;; : : : ; af1;:::;kg over the test set inputs. Solve linear program 3.3, 3.4,
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and 3.5 for x;; : : : ; xf1;:::;kg. With confidence 1¡2ne 12 †2D (or 1¡nB.†/ for
partition-based bounds,) the committee test error is no greater thanP
S aSxS.
4 Intuition and Analysis
The error bound for a prospective committee is a function of member error
bounds and the distribution of agreements. Lower member error bounds
produce a lower committee error bound. Also, as the frequency of unan-
imous and near-unanimous votes decreases, the committee error bound
decreases, so linear programming gives low bounds for committees of in-
telligent and contentious classifiers.
To build intuition, examine the linear program error bound in a few cases.
First, suppose all members agree on every test input (a; C af1;:::;kg D 1).
Then the committee error bound is the minimum member error bound.
This makes sense; we assume every member bound is correct, so when the
committee agrees with all members, we use the tightest member bound for
the committee.
Now focus on the role of disagreement among classifiers. Suppose there
are three committee members with equal error bounds. Suppose the votes
are evenly distributed over voting patterns with a two-to-one split (a1 D
a2 D a3 D a1;2 D a1;3 D a2;3 D 16 and a; D a1;2;3 D 0). When the member
error bounds are one-third or less, the committee error bound is zero. Each
vote has one-third of the members in dissent, so the errors of each member
are “consumed” by votes in which the member is overruled. For member
error bounds b 2 . 13 ; 12 /, the committee error bound is 3b ¡ 1. Over this
domain, the committee error bound is lower than the member error bounds.
When the member error bounds are one-half, the committee error bound is
one-half; random members form a random committee.
As problem size grows, there is increasing advantage in bounding com-
mittee error by linear programming. Recall
Prf” 01 ‚ ”1 C † or : : : or ”0M ‚ ”M C †g • 2Me¡
1
2 †
2D: (4.1)
For fixed failure probability c D 2Me¡ 12 †2D,
† D
r
2
D
.ln 2M¡ ln c/ : (4.2)
So the tightness (†) of the error bound is O(
p
ln M). Validating individual
classifiers to use the linear program gives O(
p
ln n). Validating committees
directly gives O(
q
ln
¡n
k
¢
). If k D n2 C 1, for example, then
¡n
k
¢ » q 2
…n 2
n (see
Feller, 1968, p. 180), and † grows as O(
p
n).
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If the committee size is fixed, then
¡n
k
¢ » nk 1k! . In this case, the ratio of †
for direct committee evaluation to † for linear programming goes to
p
k as
n!1.
As a concrete example, suppose we wish to select a committee of k D 21
classifiers from a pool of n D 100. We have 1000 validation examples and
want to bound committee errors with no more than c D 5% chance of failure.
Then the linear programming error bounds have tightness † D :13, and the
direct committee error bounds have tightness † D :32.
For small problems, the linear programming method will not always
give lower or more accurate error bounds than the direct method. The linear
program uses relatively tight member bounds and produces the worst-case
error given the distribution of agreements over the test data. If the worst-
case error is very different from the actual test error, then the linear program
bound gives poor information about the test error. The direct method uses
the error over the validation data to estimate the error over the test data,
and the estimate comes with a relatively loose bound. If the bound is too
loose, then the direct method gives poor information about the actual test
error.
If the test set inputs are not known, the distribution of agreements must
be estimated. The in-sample data can be used for this purpose. Also, if the
underlying input distribution is known, then the distribution of agreements
can be estimated by random sampling of inputs. (Note that example outputs
are not needed to compute the distribution of agreements.) Estimation errors
will affect the solution of the linear program; the relationship between the
errors and the solution can be calculated by perturbation methods (Franklin,
1980).
5 General Classifier Bound
The linear programming method can be extended to compute a test error
bound for any classifier, not just a voting committee. Let g1; : : : ; gn be classi-
fiers trained without reference to some validation data. Select a confidence
level, and hence †. Then use the validation data to compute uniform test
error bounds e1; : : : ; en for g1; : : : ; gn using equation 2.9.
Let g0 be the classifier for which we will compute a test error bound. Clas-
sifier g0 may be selected with reference to the validation data. Let variables
x1; : : : ; xd0 represent error “rates” of g0 on test examples:
8 j 2 f1; : : : ; d0g xj D
8>><>>:
0 if g0 produces the correct output
for example j.
1 if g0 produces the incorrect output
for example j.
(5.1)
The test error of g0 is
Pd0
jD1
1
d0 xj.
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Let Ai µ f1; : : : ; d0g indicate the set of test inputs for which gi and g0
agree. The test error of gi is
X
j2Ai
1
d0
xj C
X
j62Ai
1
d0
.1¡ xj/: (5.2)
With confidence 1 ¡ nB.†/, all test error bounds e1; : : : ; en hold. Hence, the
following program bounds the test error of g0 with the same confidence:
maximize
d0X
jD1
1
d0
xj; (5.3)
over x1; : : : ; xd0 such thatX
j2Ai
1
d0
xj C
X
j62Ai
1
d0
.1¡ xj/ • ei 8 i 2 f1; : : : ;ng (5.4)
and
xj 2 f0; 1g 8 j 2 f1; : : : ; d0g: (5.5)
This is an integer linear program (ILP). It may be difficult to solve for
large problems, since ILP is NP-hard (Garey & Johnson, 1979; Karp, 1972).
Relaxing the integer constraints on the variables to
0 • xj • 1 8 j 2 f1; : : : ; d0g (5.6)
produces a linear program. The feasible set of the linear program is a super-
set of the feasible set for the integer linear program, so the linear program
solution is an upper bound. Hence, the linear program returns a valid upper
bound for g0 with confidence 1¡ nB.†/.
For voting committees, this linear program is equivalent to the one pre-
sented earlier, except that this program uses constraints based on all classi-
fiers in the pool, while the earlier program uses constraints based only on
committee members. Hence, this program returns a bound at least as strong
as the one returned by the earlier program.
6 Tests
This section outlines the results of tests on a set of credit card data. Each ex-
ample corresponds to a credit card user. There are six inputs that correspond
to user traits. The traits are unknown because the data provider has cho-
sen to keep them secret. There is a single output that indicates whether the
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credit card user defaulted. The data were obtained from a machine-learning
database site at the University of California at Irvine. The discrete-valued
traits were removed, leaving the six continuous-valued traits. Of the 690
examples in the original database, 24 examples had at least one trait miss-
ing. These examples were removed, leaving 666 examples. The data were
cleaned by Joseph Sill. (For further information, see Sill & Abu-Mostafa,
1997.)
In each test, the 666 examples were randomly partitioned into 444 train-
ing examples, d D 111 validation examples, and d0 D 111 test examples. In
each test, a pool of classifiers was trained by early stopping. For each classi-
fier, the training data were randomly partitioned into 400 examples used for
actual training and 44 examples used for early stopping. The classifiers are
artificial neural networks with six input units, six hidden units, and one out-
put unit. The hidden and output units have tanh activation functions. The
initial weights were selected independently and uniformly at random from
[¡0:1; 0:1]. The networks were trained by gradient descent on mean squared
error over training examples, using sequential mode weight updates with
random order of example presentation in each epoch. A snapshot of the
weights was recorded after each epoch. The snapshot with minimum error
on the 44 early stopping examples was returned as the trained classifier.
Partition-based uniform error bounds (see equation 2.9) with 90% confi-
dence were used in all tests. Committees were selected by evaluating val-
idation error over all prospective committees. The linear programs used
constraints based on error bounds for all classifiers in the pool, not just
committee members, as outlined in the previous section.
Table 1 shows the results of 10 tests with pools of 15 classifiers and voting
committees of 7 members. Since † D 0:172 is the minmum value for which
1 ¡ 15B.†/ ‚ 0:90, this value was used in the uniform error bounds for
pool classifiers in the linear program bound; that is, the linear program
constraints used error bounds e1 D ”1 C 0:172; : : : ; e15 D ”15 C 0:172. For
the direct bound, † D 0:280 is the minimum value with 1¡ ¡157 ¢B.†/ ‚ 0:90.
Hence, the direct bound is the sum of committee validation error and 0:280.
Note that the linear programming bound is superior to the direct bound for
every test.
Table 2 shows the results of 10 tests with pools of 10 classifiers. In each
test, the odd-sized committee with minimum validation error was selected.
For the linear programming bound, † D 0:163 is the minimum value for
which 1 ¡ 10B.†/ ‚ 0:90. This value is used in the uniform bounds over
classifiers in the pool. For the direct bound, † D 0:244 is the minimum value
with
1¡
•µ
10
1
¶
C
µ
10
3
¶
C
µ
10
5
¶
C
µ
10
7
¶
C
µ
10
9
¶‚
B.†/ ‚ 0:90: (6.1)
So this value is added to the validation error to produce the direct test error
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Table 1: Test Results for n D 15 Classifiers in the Pool and Committees with
k D 7 Members.
Committee LP Test Direct Test
Test Validation Error Error Bound Error Bound
1 0.297 0.487 0.577
2 0.135 0.343 0.415
3 0.198 0.388 0.478
4 0.297 0.478 0.577
5 0.234 0.397 0.514
6 0.297 0.478 0.577
7 0.225 0.433 0.514
8 0.234 0.433 0.514
9 0.189 0.388 0.505
10 0.261 0.469 0.514
Average 0.245 0.429 0.525
Table 2: Test Results for n D 10 Classifiers in the Pool and Committees with
Odd Numbers of Members.
Committee LP Test Direct Test
Test Validation Error Error Bound Error Bound
1 0.225 0.388 0.469
2 0.198 0.379 0.442
3 0.216 0.379 0.460
4 0.234 0.433 0.478
5 0.225 0.388 0.469
6 0.198 0.361 0.442
7 0.180 0.343 0.424
8 0.216 0.406 0.460
9 0.180 0.352 0.424
10 0.207 0.397 0.451
Average 0.208 0.383 0.452
bound. Once again, note that the linear programming bound is superior to
the direct bound for every test.
7 Discussion
We have developed an algorithm to compute test error bounds for voting
committees through linear programming. We extended the method to com-
pute error bounds for any classifier, using constraints based on uniformly
bounded classifiers. The extended method applies to classifiers constructed
by stacking, or fusion of underlying classifiers. The extended method also
applies to the classifier chosen by early stopping, through the following pro-
cess. Partition the in-sample data into training and validation sets. Choose
an initial classifier at random, and use an iterative method to fit the classifier
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to the training data. As the classifier evolves during training, record a se-
quence of snapshots. Select a subset of the snapshots without reference to the
validation data, and uniformly bound their test errors using the validation
data and equation 2.9. Now, identify the snapshot with minimum validation
error. It will be delivered as the result of training. To bound its test error,
use the linear program with contraints provided by the uniformly bounded
classifiers. For suggested methods of choosing the constraint classifiers, see
Bax, Cataltepe, and Sill (1997).
The linear program yields strong bounds when the constraint classifiers
have low error rates, so the method works best with trained constraint classi-
fiers. Disagreement among constraint classifiers encourages strong bounds.
Disagreement among classifiers is also a condition for improving perfor-
mance through stacking, or fusion, so the linear programming bound is a
natural fit for these classifiers. Also, having one or more constraint classi-
fiers with high rates of agreement with the classifier being error bounded
yields strong bounds. This occurs when the constraint classifiers are drawn
from the training sequence (Bax et al., 1997) to bound the classifier chosen
by early stopping. It also occurs for stacking and fusion, both through data
fitting and by design (Breiman, 1992).
This article focused on binary classification problems. It would be in-
teresting to extend the error bounding method to other problem types, for
example, regression problems.
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